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Goddess Queen Pearls of Wisdom Journal [Kelly Sullivan Walden] on theinnatdunvilla.com *FREE* shipping on
qualifying offers. Goddess Queen Pearls of Wisdom Journal is a companion to Discover Your Inner Goddess Queen+an
Inspirational Journey from Drama Queen to Goddess Queen.

We are currently looking for executive board members, teachers, designers, and sales representatives. It is the
epitome of any entrance and exit to a whole new world of wonder! It has a way of opening our eyes to the
endless possibilities of adventure that seasons can bring. It harbors tight fibers created from material such as
hemp. The canvas paves the way for unity and bonding. Flowers The beautous tongue that speaks for the
Seasoned Wreath. Each delicate petal filled with color tells a story of heroism. Each treature hangs
strategically in place to create a joy of completeness. Sparkle The sparkle is a twofold that captures the
moment of excitement and appease. Excitement is when you see the shine and appease is your overall delite in
the final product. If you do, they may trample them under their feet, and turn and tear you to pieces. God is not
a secret to be kept. Keep open house; be generous with your lives. In these classes our students will learn a
variety of skills pertaining to their artistic passion. Some of the current classes we offer are listed below.
Fashion Design Clothing An artistic craft that focuses on small details, variable stitching techniques,
alterations, patterns, material make-up, and bringing them altogether under one piece of art to lay upon the
humanly vessel. Interior Design Home Decor It is the notion of dipping a stale room into sensational paint to
unveil a lovely serene sanctuary. A splendid creation of home decor items that will infilitrate the sanctuary to
bring it new meaning. The power of her testimony is within us sharing her story! April 2nd my sister Maria
Nicole Williams-Zamaripa was sadly taken by domestic violence. She was a beautiful, bright, social butterfly
who went through a major fire but came out an angel. I have designed the lovely, colorful logo below that is
being printed on to t-shirts to be sold to help advocate against violence! Original Designs The gallery below
displays some very unique items created by designer Rosita Velez who began her fashion design dreams when
she was only in 7th grade. She has been designing and creating jewelry for over 10 years now. Below is a
legendary collection from several pieces she has created over the course of those many years. You will get to
witness the evolution of her gift through each piece of the wearable art! It will only take a minute.
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Goddess Queen Pearls of Wisdom Journal is a companion to "Discover Your Inner Goddess Queen: An Inspirational
Journey from Drama Queen to Goddess Queen." This regally adorned journal with gilded pages, satin book marker, and
Austrian crystals makes an empowering gift for women who want to journal their way to freedom, clarity, and creative.

The Change Is Me International Director Kelly Sullivan Walden is the creator and Director of the World Peace
Caravan Youth Educational Program, a cross-cultural, solutions-driven, project-based educational program
designed to develop global responsibility, leadership, and compassion in our youth by empowering them to
invent and implement solutions to the U. The Dream Project bridges cultures by connecting youth through
media, arts, and technology, and to date has positively impacted tens of thousands of students. Now that we
are nearing and the MDGs are undergoing their own transformation and becoming the Sustainable
Development Goals SDGs , Kelly is thrilled to take the success she has already experienced with The Dream
Project, and evolve it to an even more powerful expression by creating a new program for young people
around the world, beginning with the World Peace Caravan Youth Ambassadors. She hosts the "Ask Doctor
Dream Show" on www. For nearly two decades Kelly has been a trusted advisor, coach and consultant,
enriching the lives of countless individuals, including transformational leaders, Fortune executives, UN
ambassadors, diplomats, celebrities, TV producers, entrepreneurs, corporations, inner-city kids, and
stay-at-home moms. She is thrilled to empower you to understand the language of your dreams, so that you
can more powerfully live the life of your dreams. I have four sisters that I love with all my heart. Growing up,
my sister Shannon and I not only shared a bedroom, but we often shared dreams. The first dream I recall
included me being chased by a witch around the turrets of a scary castle. My first love was Elvisâ€¦I literally
dreamed about marrying him when I was five years oldâ€¦and telling him that Pricilla would have to go! The
first poem I ever memorized and recited was in 3rd grade, and it went like this: The optimist sees the
doughnut, the pessimist sees the hole. To this day, when I get inspired by someone or something, my inner
cheerleader comes takes overâ€¦and it can be quite obnoxious. My first college semester was in Seville,
Spainâ€¦where I lived with a Spanish family, traveled throughout Europe, and managed to learn to speak
conversational Spanishâ€”thanks to then boyfriend, Jose Maria Luis. I still speak and understand Spanish to
this day with a slight lisp. I got married to my beloved, Dana, in our backyard meadow in Topanga, CA,
surrounded by a bevy of Goddessesâ€¦it was the most magnificent day of my life. I had a near-death
experienceâ€¦I went to the other sideâ€¦and came back obviously â€¦and quite literally saw the lightâ€”words
cannot describe the beauty of the experience and the freedom of knowing that I have a body, but I am not my
bodyâ€¦so much more. How to get the most from your D. Along those lines, after being asked repeatedly how
I do what I do for a living, I decided to lay it out for people, and pay it forward to those who are interested in
following my very bizarre footprints. In these precarious financial times, people are looking for out of the box
ways to earn a living in a way that honors their soulâ€¦so I launched Dream-Life Coach Training to empower
people to become Dream-Life Coaches. Join dream expert, best-selling author, and hypnotherapist Kelly
Sullivan Walden as she awakens you to the wisdom of your dreaming mind. Discover what your dreams are
trying to tell you and how to use that information to help make decisions and gain greater self-awareness. Join
the live show for a dream analysis. Our mission is to inspire students, teachers, and parents to see themselves
and relate to one another as leaders that embody global responsibility, compassion, and a desire to create a
world that works for everyone. The Dream Project is committed to bridging cultures and connecting youth by
utilizing media, arts and technology within a curriculum that uses the United Nations Millennium
Development Goals as a problem solving and empowerment platform.
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What is a Goddess Queen? It is a blend of two important female archetypes: They way the Goddess Queen
expresses through us, is as unique as our thumbprint. The Goddess Queen is who you are naturally when you
are in love or if you just won the lottery. I feel that it is important at this time in history or rather herstory that
women become their highest and truest self. I began leading Goddess Queen Gatherings in an attempt to keep
my own connection to my inner Goddess Queen alive. There is the reality that gravity is very real, as in it is
easier to be sad than to be happy, depressed than inspired, to go down instead of up, so unless you are actively
engaged in the energy of inspiration or the blissipline of being your best self, it is very easy to fall into
desperation. So, I began ongoing gatherings in my attempt to create a place of inspiration for myself. It was
selfish, or self-loving, and I did this in part to keep my higher self alive and strong, as well as to help others do
the same. I realized that when we come together in a group, the energy we can create is extraordinary it
multiplies, and it is exponential! When did you start inspiring others to have their own Goddess Queen
gatherings? A friend of mine back when I started the Goddess Queen Gathering wanted to start her own
gathering with her friends. She asked me how to do it. She wanted a step-by-step template. So, I created my
book as a template for others to create their own gatherings. Exactly where is this "grassroots movement"
taking place? Also, women tell me that they use the book as a fortune cookie. They flip it to a random page
close their eyes and put their finger on a particular word or paragraph and let that be their inspirational
thought, or pearl of wisdom for the day. I love doing that. It can be very powerful. I know you always have
women bring a journal to your gatherings and I was wondering why? Journaling is a great way for women to
find their own pearls of wisdom and inspirations that come from their own higher power. So, I have women
bring journals with them to write down those pearls. I want journaling to be something special and treasured. I
find in journaling that if we write long enough we will write our way through to the voice of our Goddess
Queen. Yes, in every gathering I lead a guided visioning meditation process to help a woman connect with her
wisdom and love. I put together the "Goddess Queen Guided Visioning CD" because women were telling me
at the end of gatherings that this visioning was their favorite part and they wished they could have it every
day. With this CD they can listen to a meditation every day or as often as they want. This is something that
can be listened to before sleep or even in the car. It helps you connect to your source, which makes you
magnetic to the things you want to bring into your life: Will Amazon be offering the journal and CD as well?
Yes, the journal is available on www. What in your background contributed to you being such a supporter of
women? Many women tell me that their experience in the Goddess Queen Gathering is the first time they felt
support from women, because they normally feel in competition or unsafe with them. I think that is the
experience that most women have. I think it is part of my mission to show women another way, and to make
that way available to them. Also, the Goddess Queen gatherings are like a laboratory where women can
practice expressing their high self-esteem. In fact, your high-self-esteem is celebrated in the Goddess Queen
Gathering. You can practice feeling good about yourself and realize it is not only ok to do so, but that it is
necessary. However, we tend to think that in order to bond we have to be not ok. The Goddess Queen
gatherings show we can be who we are and we can still have friends and be celebrated for who we are, for
doing great and feeling great. They give us permission to be our best selves. In these gatherings there is a
safety net created. It is a space where you can tentatively begin to say and recognize how great you truly are.
Because when you admit and recognize this then you are able to more powerfully engage in that and let it
come to the surface where it can come out of the shadows, evolve and become something glorious. It is a way
of seeing other women not as a competition or a threat but as a partner. We are in this together and as one of
us is lifted we are all lifted. I am such a firm believer in the principle that when one of us is lifted we are all
lifted. To do this, and just in time for the holidays might I add, I am offering a holiday gift from me to
everyone. Cool, so if I go to Amazon. Within 24 hours you will receive an e-mail with instruction on how to
receive your free gifts, services and discounts. This offer is valid for each book you buy. So if you buy 10
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books, each woman you give a book to can receive this offer. Q; Thanks Goddess Queen Kelly. For more
information on Kelly Sullivan Walden go to www.
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She is the author of the bestselling books: Chicken Soup for the Soul: Dreams & Premonitions, I Had The Strangest
Dream, It's All In Your Dreams, Dreaming Heaven, Dream Oracle Cards, Discover Your Inner Goddess Queen, and
Goddess Queen Pearls of Wisdom Journal.

Success, fame, and good fortune Practicality, masculinity, dependability, and harmony Innocence, beauty,
purity, and new beginnings Tahitian Black Pearls Tahitian black pearls are extremely rare. There are many
Polynesian legends surrounding this opalescent gem. According to one myth, Oro, the god of peace and
fertility, visited the earth on a rainbow to bring a magical oyster called The Ufi to the Polynesian people.
When Oro discovered the beautiful black pearl that appeared from within The Ufi, he offered it to the princess
Bora Bora as a symbol of his love. Another romantic tale tells of the full moon bathing in the dark ocean. The
beams of light attracted oysters to the surface shimmering with heavenly dew. In time, the drops of dew cover
the black pearl with colorful hues of blue, green, gold, and pink. Weddings, Pearls, and Love Wearing a veil
covered with pearls, like this one, will help the bride to avoid crying on her wedding day, according to the
Ancient Greeks. Source Ancient Greek legend thought that pearls were the tears of the gods. They also
believed that wearing pearls would prevent women from crying on their wedding day. Hindu folklore speaks
of pearls as dewdrops that fell out of the night, into the moonlit sea. One of the earliest accounts of pearls and
weddings comes from the Hindu story of Krishna or Vishnu , who plucked the first pearl from the depths of
the ocean and gave it to his daughter Pandaia on her wedding day as a symbol of love, union, and purity.
Pearls in Religion White pearls are believed to be the tears Eve shed when she left Paradise. Source One of the
earliest religious accounts of the pearl claims that Adam and Eve wept after they were cast out of Paradise,
creating a lake of pearls. It is further said that men are better able to control their emotions, and so Adam shed
fewer tears than Eve. This explains the rarity of the black pearl. Other religious references to pearls include:
Christians and Hindus adopted the pearl as a symbol of purity. The tradition of a bride wearing pearls on her
wedding day continues to this day. By the Middle Ages, pearls were considered sacred Christian objects due
to their association with religious purity. Early Christians said the pearls covering the Holy Grail made its
water pure. The Koran speaks of pearls as one of the great rewards found in Paradise, and the gem itself has
become a symbol of perfection.
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She's come a long way from that dark day, and is now the best-selling author of nine books, including Discover Your
Inner Goddess Queen, Goddess Queen Pearls of Wisdom Journal, I Had the Strangest Dream, The Love, Sex &
Relationship Dream Dictionary, It's All In Your Dreams, Dreaming Heaven, Dream Oracle Cards, and Chicken Soup for
the Soul.

With a serene beauty, they make perfect complements to flashier gems. Yet, they also possess an elegance that
can shine alone. Of course, their distinctive appearance and watery origins have inspired pearl symbolism and
lore for centuries. Licensed under CC By 2. First recorded in history by a Chinese historian in 2, BCE, pearls
have been valued as gemstones for millennia. While these others form as minerals underground, pearls have
organic origins. They form within various species of freshwater and saltwater mollusks. Simply put, pearls are
gems but not stones. However, the ancients made little distinction between pearls and actual stones. A type of
freshwater mussel with a variety of freshwater pearls. Moon and Water Pearls, especially freshwater varieties,
can occur in varied and unusual but beautiful shapes. However, soft white lustrous orbs, more commonly
found among saltwater pearls , have become an idealized standard. Of course, this shape strongly evokes the
Moon. Not surprisingly, many cultures have made lunar associations with pearls. Photo by Anna reg. In
Western cultures, the pearl has astrological associations with the planet Venus. Like pearls, the goddess of
love came from the sea. Due to their shape, pearls have another watery association. Some stories say white
pearls are tears shed by the gods. One legend says the tears Eve cried when she was banished from Eden
turned to pearls. Two teardrop-shaped freshwater pearls with diamond accents and pear-cut rubellites. The
search for the perfect pearl, whether natural or farmed, has gone on for centuries. In fact, evidence of pearl
cultivation goes back to at least the 13th century CE. In ancient times, the expense of perfect pearls gave rise
to a curious spell for increasing wealth. The caster would select a particularly fine pearl, infuse it with the
desire for riches, and then throw it away into a rubbish heap. The idea behind this sympathetic magic practice
was that someone who could throw away pearls was rich indeed. The rarity and expense of pearls also
contributed to some common expressions still used today. In The Bible, Matthew 7: When wisdom is given,
treasure it like a rare pearl. Are Pearls Feminine Jewels? This celebrated painting by Johannes Vermeer, Girl
with a Pearl Earring , has inspired a novel, a play, and a film. From the collection of the Mauritshuis , The
Hague, Netherlands. Western cultures still commonly associate the color white with innocence and purity,
which in turn is associated with weddings. As white gems, pearls remain popular gifts for brides. Brides in
Asia also wear pearl necklaces as symbols of fertility. Even today, despite concerted marketing efforts, pearls
are worn commonly by women but rarely by men. In ancient times, kings wore ropes of pearls as a mark of
wealth. They dive without scuba gear. When Mikimoto Kokichi began to cultivate Akoya pearls in the s, these
women were crucial to his success. Colors and Legends Few gems are as varied in shape and color as pearls.
According to Polynesian lore, the god Lono came down on a rainbow to a princess, carrying black pearls with
him as gifts. The black pearls, with their beautiful iridescence , were imbued with the colors of the rainbow.
Traditionally, the Chinese love golden pearls, believing they bring prosperity and luck. Chinese artworks often
depict dragons holding golden pearls in their mouths or claws. Pearls and Chinese Dragons One early Chinese
myth related that pearls fell from the sky when dragons fought amongst the clouds. Another myth states that
pearls originated as raindrops swallowed by oysters. In one ancient tale, a boy found a miraculous pearl. When
placed in a jar with just a bit of rice, it filled the jar with rice the next day. After his neighbors discovered this,
they tried to steal it. The boy swallowed the pearl to protect it. As a result, he became a dragon. This porcelain
incense burner depicts dragons chasing a pearl. The Wu family offered this item to the Temple of the Lord of
the Black Heaven for the protection of their home. China, Ming Dynasty, CE, Gift of Stanley Herzman, in
memory of Gladys Herzman, Metropolitan Museum of Art , New York. The pearl represented the journey of
the soul or spirit along the path to perfection. In ancient burials, mourners placed pearls in the mouths of the
deceased. Since pearls apparently contained the principles of life, they hoped they could assist the dead on
their journeys beyond. Mourners also decorated burial gifts and clothes with pearls. This seemingly ritual act
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may have started as a practical act. Pearls were among the first materials used for beads. Their natural
bead-like shape made them easy to use for decoration and yielded lovely results. The violence associated with
removing pearls from their natural abode living creatures has given them a reputation as unlucky. However,
most of the superstitions surrounding the unluckiness of pearls go back to the ideal of their purity. Any pearl
jewelry with malice or jealousy in its past builds a reputation for bringing bad luck to those sharing the same
traits. If given in love with a pure heart, a pearl always symbolizes purity, fertility, and the cycles of life. She
got her start in gemology translating and editing Colored Stone and Mineral Highlights for a professor based
in Shanghai.
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Discover Your Inner Goddess Queen, An Inspirational Journey from Drama Queen to Goddess Queen Goddess Queen
Pearls of Wisdom Journal Zone Golf, Master Your Mental Game Using Self-Hypnosis.

This book also demonstrates how sexually themed dreams may be related to issues completely unrelated to
sex. The Love, Sex, and Relationship Dream Dictionary identifies and defines more than 1, common symbols,
themes, and images from your dreams. It also includes tools for interpretation. Whether we admit it or not, we
all have love, sex, and relationships on the brain. Our dreams are our secret weapon. How will I attract my
soul mate? Will I ever meet the man or woman of my dreams? Once I find the love of my life, how do I keep
him or her from leaving? Why am I so afraid my partner will cheat on me, leave me, or stop loving me? Why
am I afraid to make a commitment? How can I fully express my true self and still be loved, admired, and held
in the embrace of a relationship? For example, in a TV commercial advertising a new car, a married couple
sleeps side by side while Mr. Sandman sprinkles dream dust on them. The woman dreams of being swept
away by a romance novelâ€” type long-haired hunk on a white horse, riding through a field of flowers.
Eventually the man breaks through the racetrack barrier into the field where his wife, the hunk, and the white
horse are galloping. Upon seeing her husband, the wife dismounts the horse, leaves the stallion and his horse
in the dust, and joins her husband, the hero, in the passenger seat of their new car. This combined dream ends
with the sexually charged, happy couple driving into the sunset together. Check out this videoâ€”and let me
know if you relate to thisâ€¦if it gives you hopeâ€¦or gives you dream envy. How to Interpret Your Sleeping
Dreams to Make Your Waking Dreams Come True by Kelly Sullivan Walden In the magical realm of dreams
you can learn a topic of fascination, study at the feet of a master, converse with a departed loved one, find an
answer to a perplexing question or, explore the larger story of your life. Her 5-step process helps readers
remember, connect, and use their dreams in their waking lives: State what you want, clearly and precisely.
Learn easy ways to remember exactly what you dream. Feel the energy in your body; bring the change into
your life. Take an action to bring your dream into the waking world. Tell the tale of your dream and discover
the details. Learn to create a dream mastermind group, share and transfer, and group dream. Chicken Soup for
the Soul: Dreams and the Unexplainable: Whatever you call it, sometimes we have no logical reason for
knowing somethingâ€”but still we know it. You will be awed and amazed by these true stories from everyday
people who have experienced the extraordinary. The stories in this book will enlighten and encourage you to
listen to your dreams and your own inner voice. In my latest book, Chicken Soup for the Soul: To celebrate
the launch of Chicken Soup for the Soul: Sixth sense, gut feeling, instinct. We all have the ability to tap into
our intuition, but often find it hard to do. Dreams and premonitions are often the way our intuition or our faith
in the beyond manifest. This is the first time a book of mine has become an Amazon. Five reasons to pay
attention to your dreams and premonitions Inspired by Chicken Soup for the Soul: They provide insight into
what you subconsciously know and they can also be a window into the unknownâ€”maybe even a source of
guidance from loved ones who have passed on and from other mysterious sources. In Chicken Soup for the
Soul: Here are five reasons to pay attention to your dreams and premonitions: Your dreams can make you a
better person. Bullied in middle school, Mariah Reyes became a bully herself. But then in eighth grade she had
a dream in which she saw how her bullying had hurt other people. Mariah turned her life around after that
dream, becoming a more considerate and thoughtful person. It did for him. One night he dreamt that he was
driving up a hill near his home when something blocked his path. The next thing he knew, he was propelled
out of the car and died. So when the same exact scene repeated itself in his waking life three days later, Robert
knew what to do. Instead of passing the obstacleâ€”a parked truckâ€”as he usually would have, he slowed to
nearly a stop. Because he paused, Robert avoided a head-on collision with a speeding wheeler! Kristi Woods
had no idea why she suffered with abdominal problemsâ€”until a dream revealed the underlying cause. Instead
of coming back with an alcohol reading, the officer told her she was lactose intolerant. I felt good once again.
She had unresolved issues with her footloose father, and his death had left much unsaid between them. Then,
two months after his funeral, he visited her in a dream and explained himself. She was able to forgive him and
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find closure. Your dreams can provide answers to your problems. After relocating to the New Mexico desert,
Gini Gentry fell in love with a parched but beautiful piece of land. She purchased it with the dream of building
a healing center. Over several years, she built a home and a guesthouse. But in a dream one night she saw
where she would find water if she dug a well, and she did. Now, with the only dream book that interprets both
classic and new twenty-first century symbols â€” everything from speed dating and Botox to text messages
and iPods â€” you can tap into your unconscious with the turn of a page. Discover the messages hidden in
your dreams, your hopes, your fears, your unrealized strengths and potential. That is the way of awakening,
not knowing what is coming next and stepping into that opportunity anyway. A Card Deck and Guidebook
Dream Cards are beautifully rendered cards featuring the art of world-renowned fusion artist Rassouli and
best-selling author and dream expert Kelly Sullivan Walden. A powerful tool to assist everyone in tapping into
their dreaming mind or subconscious which scientists say comprises 88 percent of our capacity , these cards
will interpret your life and fulfill your wildest dreams.
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The first and second editions are out of print, but the third edition is available. Caeli appears as the Queen of
Swords, due to her clarity of vision. It acts as a tool to light the way towards harmony with your purpose. I
think that this is very well put. There are two extra cards with the deck: The front cover of the box carries an
image of the Emperor, with images of the following cards on the back cover: A pearl is created when an oyster
deposits layers of luminous nacre around a grain of sand to protect itself from the irritation of the foreign
material. Our life trials, losses, and disappointments are our grains of sand. Through layers of love for
ourselves, others, and the Divine, we create our own string of pearls. The cards are presented without scans,
with a discussion of the cards, followed by commentary on the symbols chosen for the card. For example, on
the Fool lists the following symbols: For Pearl, the commentary is: Trusting my instincts, I move with the flow
of life. Symbols for the suit of Wands are: Symbols for the suit of Cups are: Symbols for the suit of Swords
are: Symbols for the suit of Pentacles are: Tiger Lily, compass, black bird, seeds, peony, and strawberry. Each
Minor Arcana card is defined by keywords. From the book for the Ace of Cups: Emotional and physical
well-being. Your heart blossoms in its newfound freedom. Each moment refreshes the spirit. Beauty and
goodness overflow. You recognize the privilege of being alive and human. Sip the nectar of the Divine. In the
center of the card is a spiral with a white dot at the center. The background behind the spiral is wavy lines
representing various colors in the color spectrum. The symbols used on the back of the cards are: There is a
wide spectrum of colors used in this deck, but they are somewhat muted. The associations in the cards are to
the Runes, the Triple Goddess Mysteries, and the language of plants and flowers. This deck would do well for
someone who likes art decks, or for someone who is interested in working with non-traditional symbols. I
would not recommend this as a deck for those learning the Tarot. She has had articles appear in the and
Llewellyn Tarot Reader. Nature is everywhere in the cards. The artist, Roxi Sim, was strongly influenced by
time in the Caribbean, and consequently the deck has a tropical, warm feel, lush with greenery and virtually
fragrant with frangipani blossom. But these cards are not just pretty pictures. Roxi used her own art training
and experience to create her own visual language; a unified language of symbolism in the tarot cards and
which is explained in depth in the companion book. She also painted these images during a dark and difficult
time in her own life, yet created an incredibly light-hearted, joyful and alive tarot deck. Several cards gave me
a new perspective or interesting take on the usual interpretation. The Empress is breast-feeding a baby and has
her eyes closed, which suggest to me a turning inward, a focus on instinctual, nurturing acts. In the Chariot,
the charioteer has the reins pulled tight: In the Two of Wands, a man stands between two path markers and
paths; he is literally at a crossroads. The Five of Wands leans towards an interpretation of cooperation and
teamwork, rather than competition. In the Two of Pentacles, the figure is juggling and also attempting to stay
upright successfully on a tilting seesaw. In the Six of Pentacles, a man stands on four pentacles, with two in
his hands, showing that his finances are under control but also enough to give. The Pearls of Wisdom Tarot
deck that I reviewed is the second edition. The card meanings were written by Caeli Fullbrite, who spent time
with each painting to uncover its secrets. Now for the physical details. The deck has the standard structure of
78 cards and suits of Swords, Cups, Pentacles and Wands. The cards are sizeable at The Pearls of Wisdom
Tarot images are deliberately larger-than-life, complex and three-dimensional, and offer something new to
look at each time a card is drawn. Kate Hill is the owner, founder and editor of Aeclectic Tarot , and has
reviewed more than decks over the years.
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So, I created the Goddess Queen Pearls of Wisdom Journal. It's a great place for a woman to find her pearls of wisdom.
It's a great place for a woman to find her pearls of wisdom. I find in journaling that if we write long enough we will write
our way through to the voice of our Goddess Queen.

Hail Hail to thee Tara, Amen! Buddhists often repeat mantras times. In Buddhism and Hinduism the number is
considered sacred. A mala prayer bead or rosary usually has beads used for keeping count of the repetitions of
the mantra. For mantra or prayer to be powerful it must be consecrated by the sacred fire of the heart as well as
by all the chakras. Chakras are centers of light and energy that are located along the spinal column. They are
"gateways" to the "spiritual self. As you capture the mantra in your heart, your heart sings the mantra back to
you and the mantra itself sings to you so that you hear from your innermost being the pure voice of your soul
reciting that mantra. This is in no way autohypnosis. This is the power of God within you. And by accepting
that power, you authorize it to enter your world through your recitation of the mantra. The violet flame is the
seventh-ray aspect of the Holy Spirit and contains the God qualities of mercy, forgiveness and compassion. It
is called the flame of transmutation and freedom as it can transmute the cause, effect, record and memory of
negative karma. Images of Tara Virtually all images of Tara are exquisite. She represents "Transcendent
Wisdom. In a charming portrayal of White Tara, this uncomplicated, small painting presents her as a figure of
utmost purity, guileless simplicity, and calm repose. A fully opened blossom represents enlightenment and
spiritual perfection. Some Hindu and Buddhists deities are described as being born from a lotus and they are
often depicted in art either standing or sitting on a lotus throne. This signifies their divine birth and indicates
their high spiritual status. From The Masters and Their Retreats we learn: The principle symbol of White Tara
is the fully-opened lotus, representing the opening of the petals of the chakras. Statues of the White Goddess
often show the richness of her raiment. Her crown and earrings symbolize the manifest expression of the
abundant life of the Buddha and the Christ. In Tantric Buddhism, the moon symbolizes wisdom and in art and
literature Buddhists use the moon to symbolize the true mind of the Buddha. The Ascended Masters teach the
necessity of gaining mastery over the moon energies, the emotions energies-in-motion , and the emotional or
water body. The emotional body is associated with the astral plane and lunar energies. Tara guides us on how
to correctly walk the spiritual path and balance the energies of the emotional body so that we eventually
become the beautiful lotus that grows out of the surface of the water. This wisdom form of Tara indicates not
only her omnipresence, but also her high level of Buddhic and Christic attainment. Green Tara is usually
depicted standing or sitting with her left leg bent, and her other leg in a relaxed posture of royal ease. She
holds the stem of a blue lotus utpala in each hand. A popular thangka painting shows a peaceful Green Tara
sitting in the center surrounded by a thousand and eight smaller Taras symbolizing the thousands of ways in
which she manifests to help those in need. Various images of Tara are for our meditation and are symbolically
significant for our own transformation from the lower carnal self to the Higher spiritual Self. We should take
the flame from our heart and place it in the statue or painting and bring it to life. When we lower the image of
the goddess to one embodying crass human behaviors we are no longer honoring the Divine Mother in Her
highest manifestation. They are manifestations of the Divine Mother. These personifications of the feminine
are not, at their core, goddesses to be worshipped. They are embodiments of the feminine attributes of God
who teach us by example how we can realize our own feminine potential. We all have a feminine side. It is
sensitive, intuitive, creative. It is the side of us that develops and maintains relationships. It is nourishing,
patient and joyful. The healthy feminine is not distant or abandoning. Neither is it possessive or smothering.
Blofeld explains this principle saying: Some devotees, if their way of life is sufficiently stainless, are bold
enough to retain Tara within themselves as they go about the business of the day the harmless business of
monks or recluses free from most occasions of error. With the passing of years, they become so closely
identified with her that they noticeably take on some of her characteristics; perhaps even the facial contours
undergo a change so that, as is the case with many saintly old lamas among Tibetans, they cease to be either
distinctively male or female. Radiant as the eternal snows in all their glory, She sits on a white lotus and a
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silvery moon Indicating fully developed compassion and knowledge. Green Tara of the emerald ray of
healing! He embodies the "wisdom of perfected action" which is the antidote to the poisons of envy and
jealousy. This antidote transmutes the energy of these poisons into the "positive energy of all-accomplishing
wisdom. Called the Goddess of Action, Green Tara is emerald-colored. She is associated with the Fifth Ray of
healing, also know as the emerald or green ray. Prophet teaches this is the same ray that Mother Mary works
on. This is the ray of precipitation, healing, science and music. This is the ray of Truth. Green Tara is very
powerful and is known for her ability to deal with evil forces and removing all obstructions and obstacles.
Like White Tara, she also saves beings in dangerous situations. Most images show her ready to spring into
action at a moments notice. We can call to her when facing the eight great dangers or fears and she will
instantly appear. The enlightenment activities associated with Green Tara reflect her dynamic nature in the
action karma clan. This karma is different from the "ego-bound karma" caused by cyclic circumstances and is
associated with the "karma-freeing Wisdom" Amoghasiddhi bestows. Known as the "Swift Liberator" she
helps us in many ways such as: Just as Jesus the Christ was tempted in the wilderness by the Devil, so Mara
tempted Gautama the Buddha when he sat under the Bo tree prior to his enlightenment. Green Tara gives us
the courage to face and conquer our demons and our fears. She bestows the fearlessness flame upon us to
separate the real from the unreal, to accept the truth, and to pass our initiations from on high. According to the
Masters, the fearlessness flame is white tinged with emerald. Green Tara guides us on the path to becoming a
Bodhisattva and gives us the courage and the wisdom to embody fearless compassion for all. Fearless
compassion is a key virtue of the Bodhisattva. Goddess Tara After taking her vow to save sentient beings in
the body of a female, Tara spent another round of millions and millions of years in her role as bohisattva and,
as the result of her attainment and saving graces, she earned the name of "Tara, the Savioress. For true healing
to occur, this sacred fire must be raised along the altar of the spine through each of the chakras. The safest way
to do this is through a path of prayer and devotion. For any transformation to be possible, an energy is needed
to bring it about. For the transformation of consciousness a special and powerful energy is needed. Prophet
explains, "Wisdom and compassion form the yin and yang aspects of the bodhisattva path. Through the white
light of the Mother we begin to transcend and merge with our Higher Self. We develop the love, compassion
and kindness that are the hallmarks of the Aquarian Age. As an "archangel and archetype deity bodhisattva"
24 Tara is instrumental in guiding us along the sacred path to enlightenment. Her transforming power delivers
us to the heart of the Buddha and the Mother. Or Hail to Thee, Thou liberator from samsara, the liberator from
the eight fears, the liberator from disease! Samsara is repeated cycles of birth, misery and death caused by
karma. Many Buddhists celebrate the 8th of each month as Tara Day. Mantras and prayers are given to the
beloved Holy Mother for oneself and the entire planet. Potalaka Tara resides with Avalokitesvara in their
spiritual paradise located in the south of India atop the sacred mountain of Potalaka. This cosmic buddhaverse
is in the etheric realm and is made of brilliant radiant light. Its mountain peaks glisten with lapis lazuli,
amethyst, jade and other shimmering jewels. Surrounded by sweet smelling trees, beautiful flower gardens and
flowing turquoise waterfalls, it is truly a magical place. Buddhas and bodhisattvas from all the heavenly
worlds, along with laypersons, saints and sages frequent their "divine palaces" whenever these blessed ones
hold court. Sitting on their white lotus thrones, their bodies radiate an intense golden light capable of
illuminating the vast billion-world universe as they release their sacred teachings. While many attempt to find
Potalaka, only the most pure of heart succeed. Let me not beg for the stilling of my pain but for the heart to
conquer it. Let me not crave in anxious fear to be saved but hope for patience to win my freedom. Homage to
the holy and noble Goddess Tara! Rhie and Robert A. Thurman, Wisdom and Compassion: Tibet House, Rhie
and Thurman, Wisdom and Compassion: The Sacred Art of Tibet Shambhala Publications, Thurman, Worlds
of Transformation:
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Chapter 9 : Unique Gift for Goddesses this Holiday Season. | Splash Magazines | Los Angeles
Like pearls, the goddess of love came from the sea. Due to their shape, pearls have another watery association. Some
stories say white pearls are tears shed by the gods.

I have four sisters that I love with all my heart. Growing up, my sister Shannon and I not only shared a
bedroom, but we often shared dreams. The first dream I recall included me being chased by a witch around the
turrets of a scary castle. My first love was Elvis I literally dreamed about marrying him when I was five years
old The first poem I ever memorized and recited was in 3rd grade, and it went like this: The optimist sees the
doughnut, the pessimist sees the hole. When I was thirteen I used to wear a comb in my back pocket of my
skin tight Chemendefers that said, "If you can read this you are too close. To this day I have "kitchen issues".
In high school I was a cheerleader and was voted "Most Spirited" by my senior class To this day, when I get
inspired by someone or something, my inner cheerleader comes takes over My first college semester was in
Seville, Spain I still speak and understand Spanish to this day with a slight lithp. I taught English in Japan I
was a back up dancer for Stacy Q remember "2 of Hearts"? Throughout my 20s I was an actress I got married
to my beloved, Dana, in our backyard meadow in Topanga, CA, surrounded by a bevy of Goddesses I had a
near-death experience I went to the other side How to get the most from your D. For my 20th high school
reunion I was named the person with the "Most Unusual Career. Along those lines, after being asked
repeatedly how I do what I do for a living, I decided to lay it out for people, and pay it forward to those who
are interested in following my very bizarre footprints. In these precarious financial times, people are looking
for out of the box ways to earn a living in a way that honors their soul
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